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AlmtractmWe show that an error analysis of Y. L. Luke for a rational Tau Method approffi~mation 
of the solution of the first order differential equation with constant coefficients, a te~nique due to 
G. Meinardus and ,, new relation between Legcmdre and Bemstein polynomials we give in thiJ paper, 
can be combined to give upper and lower error hounds for the error vector of a Tan Method rational 
approximation of a ,~mtem of ordinary differential equation with conatant coefficients. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lanczos found in practice (see [1,2]) that ~l~u approximations generated with a Legendre per- 
turbation term Pn(z) give more accurate nd-point approximations than those generated with a 
Chebyshev perturbation term Tn(z). This feature is of consequence in the design of step-by-step 
Tau approximations (see Ortiz [3,4]). 
A heuristic proof of that phenomenon was first communicated by Lanczos in 1962 at a one- 
day seminar on the Tau Method he conducted at Hatfield Polytechnic, England. HIS proof was 
published several years later [2]. It was based on the approximation by the Tan Method of the 
Green's function G(z, t) associated with the given differential operator, which is used at the end 
of the range. We give further support to this view in Section 2 (see also Namasivayam and 
Ortiz [5] and in Khajah and Ortiz [6]). 
As Lanczos remarked in [1], such increased accuracy can be extended from a single point to 
an interval, applying a suitable change of independent variable to a Tau Method polynomial 
approximate solution computed using a Legendre perturbation term. Such procedure can be 
found to be equivalent to the use of a variable Tau term, instead of a constant one (see Section 2). 
In this way, the resulting approximation is expressed in a rational form, as the quotient of two 
polynomials. The use of rational approximations in the solution of differential equations has an 
analytic as well as a computational interest. 
In this paper, we are concerned with a technique originally used by Luke [7] for the error 
analysis of a rational approximation with the Tan Method of the first order differential equation 
y'(z)+y(x)-O, O~z~l, y(O)-l, (1) 
We show that using a technique due to Meinardns [8], the same approach can be applied to 
the error analysis of systems of differential equations with constant coefficients. We develop such 
analysis in some detail for a system of two first order differential equations related to the harmonic 
oscillator 
1 / 
and give for it accurate upper and lower error bounds. 
o < z < 1, (2) 
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/ ' ' ;e ~1) e (2)~T\ (see Section 3) be the error vector between the exact solution Let ~ := \ n , n  
T 
_y := (yO),y(~)) ~" of (2) and a Tau Method approximate solution of order n :  y_~ := (~1), ~2)) 
in the interval 0 < x < 1: 
e(2)(='=)) (~(2)(x'=)- ~.)(=) ~(2)(x,=) = \y(~)(=,=) ~(2)(=)/; 
and let us set (n!) 2 
Nn := 
(2. + 1)! (2.)!" 
We prove two complementary results on the accuracy of rational Tan Method apprQxinmtions 
of system (2) when the Tau perturbation term H,(z) (see Section 2) is expressed in terms of 
Legendre polynomials of degree n, n > 4. They give tight upper and lower bounds for the error 
vector ~ in either the interior of the interval [0, 1] or at the right hand end point of it. 
THF.OREM 1. For every x E (0,1), the error vector of a Tau Method ra~/ona/appraximation 
of (2) is bounded by: 
o [ ~(~(,, ~)'~ (_1.1421x~.+i) K~ < \e~,)(x,x)/< ( 1.1842x,-+1 K..  
-0 .31534 x 2"+1 / 
THEOREM 2. At the end point z = 1 of the interwd [0,1}, the error vector of a Tau Method 
rationa/approximation of (2) is bounded by: 
(0.79416 ~ [e(nl)(1,1)) (0.86791 ~ 
-0.56679/K. < \e~)(1 ' i) < -0.s0o40] K,. 
2. THE TAU METHOD 
The Tau Method associates with (1) the Tau Problem (see Lanczos [1], Ortiz [911 defined by 
i x Iln()+lln(x)=Hn(x), 0<z<l ,  Yn(0)- I ,  (3) 
where Hn(z) is a linear combination of polynomials of degree not greater than n such that l~(z) 
is also a polynomial. Hn(z) is given by rnVn(z), where Vn(x) is usually a Chebyshev or Legendre 
polynomial defined on the interval in which the approximation is requited. Other choices for 
Vn(z) are possible; the factor rn is called the Tau term. In less trivial examples, Hn(z) is a linear 
combination of polynomials Vr(z), r <_ n, with coefficients r (r). 
Let us assume that 0 _< z < 1, and that we choose Hn(z) - ~'nPn(z). Since en(x) : -  
y(~) - y . (~) :  
where G(z,t) is the corresponding Green's function. 
We use l~drigues' definition of Legendre polynomials: 
Pn(t) = ( - i )  n w[n](t) 0 < t < 1, 
n! ' 
where w(t I = tn (1 - t l  n . The superscript [n] affecting the function w(t / denotes its n th derivative 
with respect to t; we assume that w[°](t) = w(t). Clearly, w['l(0 / = w[t~(1) = 0, for i = 0(1)(n- 1/. 
By repeated integration by parts, we can reduce the integral in the expression for en(11 to 
the integral of a smooth function ~ against w(t), which behaves increasingly like a delta 
distribution as n tends to infinity. Consequently, the error function diminishes rapidly with n 
and precise rror bounds can be found depending on Otto • 
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Luke [7, Chapter I0] and Coleman [i0] developed an error analysis of a rational Tan Method 
approximate solution of (1) for the case when Hn(z) in (3) is given by: 
where O~n'O(t) is a multiple of the shifted Jacobi polynomial with the hypergeometric form 
O(P,O(t) = (-1)n2 Fl ( -n 'n  + p + q + l l ) q+l  t , 
on 0 < t < 1. We remark that 
0(-½'-½)(t) - T~(t), while 9(n°'°)(t) = Pn(t). 
For a given value of r, the solution of this problem is a polynomial of degree n in z/r. When 
the initial conditions are accounted for, the solution y, can be expressed as the quotient of two 
polynomials of degree n in z (see Lanczos [1]). By this means, rational approximations for exp(z) 
are obtained with considerably improved accuracy over the polynomial ones. 
We now consider Luke's error analysis of Equation (1) and discuss the case of a system of two 
first order ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients (2) associated with the har- 
monic oscillator. We obtain approximations which basically are the quotient of two polynomials 
of degree n in x 2 and construct them explicitly for degree four. 
3. THE TAU PROBLEM 
Let us now look for an approximate solution of system (2) in the interval [0, r], with r _< I, using 
T 
the Tau Method. The perturbation term for the components (y(1),y(2))of the approximate 
solution vector is given in terms of multiples of Legendre polynomials Pn(x/r) defined in the 
interval [O,r]. Thus, (y(1),y(2))~r is the exact solution of the Tau Problem 
(1 -~)  fyO) )  /.cl)e.(x/r)) 
" \~(2  ) = .(--'~;,.,re~(~/,-) ' (4) 
where r, (1) .(2) n,r, ,n,r, are the Tau terms associated with an approximation of degree n of the problem 
defined on the interval [0, el. From (2) and (4), the error functions for y(1) and y(2), are given by 
(5) 
and 
n j r  n~l- ~ • 
The solution of (5) in terms of its Green's function is given by 
f e(1)(x, I • ) ,/:.(1) du l'$~r £ nil" 
f-/, r,(~) sin(x - r 0 + r,(2) cos(x - rt)] P~(O dr. --  r io  L n,r n,r 
Similarly, 
e(n~)(z, r) - r JofX/r L [-T'(x)n,r cos(x - rt) + ~(2)nx sin(z - ~)] Pn(t) dL 
(s) 
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Following Lutm [7, Volume 1, p. 281], the repeated integrals of Pn(t),mm denoted by: 
Pn,.(x) = (s - 1)[ (z - t) ' - I  Pn(t) at, 
with Pn,o - Pn • It follows that Pna(O) = Pn,,(1) = 0 for all s = l(1)n . Furthermore, using 
Rodrigues' formula we find that Pn,n(t) = ( -1 )nt  n (1 -On/n! .  Repeated integration by part~ of 
(6) yields 
#--1 .~',(.,,-)=z,-'.+i{r~ ,,, (~)+~,e; (~) ]  
- L "'" sin ~ + 'r: (2) cos - -  
+,-+,/=" r~(,),,m i": +,,.-~ m +.."~] • do L "'" t. 2 - rt  ) + 'r(l)''," cos \ ~ . j  _ e,.,,#(t) dr. 
If r is identified with the current point z E [0,1] and s is made equal to n, we have that 
.<.,,)(=,,,,)=.,.,+. r~<,) ,,., L . ,=s in (+- ( i -O)  +.,:<2) <~ ( - "  -~- , . ,  -~- + z ( l : - / )  P. ,n( t )dt .  
A similar expression is found for e~)(z, z). 
4. ESTIMATION OF THE TAU TERMS IN CLOSED FORM 
We shall now calculate the tau terms in closed form using a new relation between Legendre 
and Bernstein polynomials, which we derive in this section. Let us set 
Since 
where 




A~..(z) := sin@ + z(1 - t)) t" (1 - t)" dr. 
/o I t n CI - 0 n dt  - n! 
I.+~ (~) eixi 7r ~ e~ (~).+½ ' 
I t ( ix )  = i - r J r ( - t )  = it Jr(z); 
~r½ n! sin (v + ~) Jn+~ (~) 
A~,.(z) = z-+~ 
and similarly, 
m (,--,-.)] ~2)(~,~) = ( - i ) "  (~)½ J .+~ . , .  - "," 2 . (8) 
We now use a technique of repeated ifferentiation and alternate subtraction, sugge~ed by 
Meinardus [8], which we apply to (5) to get 
,,~',0,) <:  [,,,, (~1. ,,'., (-.;1 +... + (- ., :,," ,<,.,',', (~1] 
-,-.,:.z> [,'~ (-;) - ,,'-,," (-;) +... + (-, )" ,,s"+', (;) ], ,:,) 
where N = [./2]. A sin~ar ~pr~ion is found for :v~~)(...). 
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If we now impose on ~X)(z) and yO)(z) the conditions of (2), taking into account hat 
we find that 
(:) ~z'  P" I==o = r-" ~-  P.(t)[ ,=0, 
N N 
1 = r.(*)... ~-'~(-1)" r -2' Pn(2')(0) + z (2).,r ~-'~(-1)' r -2.-1Pn(2"'t'l)(0); 
l,=O t=O 
N N 
0 = -z0)... ~..~'~'~(-1~" r -2'-1P(2'+1)(01 + r(')..r ~"~(-1)" r -2" P(2°)(0). 
B=O #=0 
(10) 
P~MARK. The series expansion of Legendre polynomials for 0 < t < 1 is given by: 
P.(t) = (t - 1) "-k, 
k=O 
which is the Bernstein polynomial of degree n of a function f which takes the discrete values 
J~k := (-1)"-k(~), for k = 0(1)n. Therefore, taking into account standard results on Bernstein 
polynomials (see Lorentz [11]), we can express Legendre's polynomial P.(t) as 
k---O 
with Pn(0) = (-1)" and 
Let us set 
and 
[ ] /:) ~'Td" P.(t)[,=o = , !A"  f0 = (-1) "+' fn~,!~)-~\,/~ , , 
_ ( -1 )  "+"  (n  + , ) !  
- -  s! ( .  _ s)! (11)  
N 
S(-,,) SEven :-- Even :=( - -1 )Nr -2NE( - -1 )Sr~"  P2(N-')(0), 
,=(} 
N 
SOdd .--'-- "Odd~(n'r) :-- (--1) N r -(2N+I) ~-~(-1)' r 2" P(n2N-2"'I'I)(o), 
e--0 
then the solution of (10) can be expressed in terms of SEven and SOdd as follows: 
(12) 
(13) 
,/.(1) SEven ~(2) SOdd 
(n,r) -- 2 (n,r) S2ven + S~dd S~ve n .~. S~dd and -- (14) 
We shall see, in (19), that S~v.. + S~d d ~ 0 for 8~ 0 < r < 1; consequently. ~(1) and ~..(2) 
both well defined in that range of r. - (n.r) (".0 are 
5. ERROR BOUNDS IN THE RANGE 0 < R _< 1 
Let us now deduce upper and lower estimates of Spve~ and SOdd to find corresponding bounds 
for the error vector of (2). Taking into account (Ii), we obtain for (12), with n even, 
N 
sE . .  = ( -1 )  N , - "  ~( -1 ) '  r 2" (2,  - 2s)! 
. -0 ( ,  - 2,)! (2.)!" 
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Let  us set  
then, for even n ) 4, 
From (13), 
and 
(2n) !; u. ( , . )  := ( -1 )  N , . . , !  
1 - r ~ r 4 5'~.v,= 1 - 3r  "~ r 4 (15)  
"T -+1-~ < ~ -< 2-T- + 168--d" 
N (1)  '+1 (2n--28+1)! 
SOdd = (--1)N r-n-1 ~"~-- r2S(n-- 2, + 1)!(28-- 1)!' 
s----I 
r -- r s 2~Odd r - r s (16) 
2--T- < u.(,) -< -~- '  
For the range 0 < r _< 1, from (15) and (16), we find the following upper and lower bounds, 
for S~-~n and $Odd: 
0.87~95 < U'a (r) < 1; 





(~.,r.,, + S~,~) < 1.238237. (19) 
[u,,,(, .)] '~ 
We can now reconsider the error estimates (7) and (8). Since 
[ ( - -1)  N 
applying (17) and (19) and setting z = r, we derive the following bounds on the interval 0 < r ~ 1 
0< Un(r)[~I ) sin 121 + ~'('~) cos I ; l ]  < 1.1842, 
and 
Furthermore, since Jm+~(t) is bounded by the first term of its series expansion: 
z-+~ < (2n + I)!" 
Therefore, for 0 < z _~ 1 sad even n ~ 4, 
0 < (2. + 1)!(2.)!e<.1>{.,.) (n!)= < 1.1842 =2n+1, 
and 
-1.1421 ::n+: < (2n -I- l)I (2n)) e(ns.)(z, :) < -0.31534 z ~n+1 (.!)~ 
which proves Theorem 1. 
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6. ERROR BOUNDS AT THE END POINT OF THE INTERVAL 0 < R _< 1 
We shall now consider the problem of the error at the end point of the interval of approximation. 
For r = 1 and for, say, n = 4 it follows from (15) and (16) that 
s ;2 0.875595 < ~ < 0.893452; 
~Odd (,''1) 








.(z) U,'(1) < 0.489024, 0.462295 < ,,',1 
1.793902 < ~ < 1.864598; 
the computed figure for ~.(1)/_(2)l i8 1.829. From (7), 'n,Z/Tn,1 In=4 
e(,'l)(1, 1)= (--1)N lr½ J.+½ ..,1 LI,,.., 1 sin r:(2) +co" . 
,',1 
Applying the bounds given above and the fact that 
87 . '}(2.  + 1)!.z.+~ (½) 
8"8 < n! < 1, 
we find that 
From (8), 
Therefore, 
0.79416 < (2n -t- 1)! (2n)[ e(1)(1, 1) < 0.86791. (.!)' 
t. ,.,,i cos r.(~)) j . 
,',1 
-0.56679 < (2. + 1)! (2.)! J.=)(z, 1) < -0.50040. (.!)2 
The last result completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
The agreement with computed values is remarkably close even for small values of n. Let us 
consider the interval 0 < z _< ~r/8, which is more suitable for the particular functions we are 
dealing with in this example, and replace (~r z)V2Jm+ll2(Z/2 ) by zjm(z/2), a function for which 
tabulated values are to be found in [12]. Using them in (7) and (8), we find that for even values 
o fn  
8~d 
CN4I~ 22:10-G 
m nl ~ I 
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where the r-terms are determined directly from Equation (14). In particul~, fo r .  = 2 we find, 
to an accuracy of four decimal places, that 
(- -) (- -) ~(~1) ~, ~ = 0.4918 x lO- '  and e~ =) ~, ~ = -0.11S7 × 10-'.  
which are the exact values. 
To evaluate y~l)(z) and y(2)(z), we proceed as follows: from P2(t) := 6t ~ - 6t + 1 we derive 
SE(2,r) 12 6 = 1 - ~-~ and S~)~d) _ (2 . r  ven 
Hence, from (9) and (14) we obtain, after scaling to the appropriate interval, 
y(21)(Z ) = 144 - 60z  2 + z 4 
144+ 12z  2 + z 4' 
y~2)(=) _ z!144-- 12z s) . (20) 
144 + 12z  2 + z 4' 
as for the functions they approximate, the sum of the squares of  y(1)(z) and y(~2)(z) is equal to 
one. 
7. SOME REMARKS ON THE EFFECTIVE COMPUTATION 
OF RATIONAL APPROXIMATIONS 
The same procedure, but with P.(t) instead ofP2(t), ~ves us y(1)(z) and y(2)(z) for arbitrary n. 
More details on the construction of rational approximations with the rec.rs/re approach to the 
Tan Method discussed by Ortiz [9] can be found in [3]. 
However, for higher values of n, the explicit construction of the rational expressions of y~O)(z) 
and y(2)(z) is not necessary. Instead, is more economical to use SEven and SOdd, aS we indicate 
below. 
Legendre polynomials defined on [-1, 1] are such that: 
P.(-z) -- (-1)" P.(z), 
and 
P~.(z) = (2n - 1) P.-I(z) + (2n - 5) P . -3 (z )  + . . . ,  for n = 1, 2 , . . .  ; 
and 
~-'~.(-1)' z -2 '  Pn(=')(1) - - '  "'" ~("'=) k--A/ "Even, 
a=O 
N 
~'~(-1)' z-2'-1 P(2'+1)(1) = (-1) "- I  q("'=) '-'Odd " 
#=0 
Inserting these expressions into (9) and using (14) we find that: 
Ev.n / , • (21) 
= j + 
2~",=)~(",=) 
k Even/ "~" 
We remark that for large values of n, the number of operations required to evaluate both y~(l)(z) 
and y(2)(z) at a given point truing (21) and (22) is about one third of that required to-evaluate 
them using (20). 
also 
P(k)(--1) = (--1) "-k P(k)(1), for/c ~ O. 
Let us use the same symbol as before but consider Legendre polynomials defined on [0, 1]; then 
P.(k)(o) = ( -1)  - -*  p.c*)(1), for k __ o. ~c~mng (12) and (13), we find that 
N 
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